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Toward a Ubiquitous Personalized Daily-Life Activity Recommendation
Service with Contextual Information: A Services Science Perspective

Abstract
In recent years Services Science has been an

emerging discipline that aims to promote service
innovation and increase service productivity by
aligning scientific, management, and engineering
perspectives. It emphasizes that service innovation
should be able to create value for both services
providers and consumers. To realize the core thinking
of services science, that is, high value and high
productivity, service design has to incorporate many
factors into its consideration. Based on the ideas of
this new research field, we develop a personalized
daily-life activity recommendation service that
includes information behavior, business value, and
technology architecture as our service design
considerations. Our service can be requested under a
ubiquitous environment and include users’ contextual 
information which is an important factor in
information behavior. With regard to IT architecture,
we use the service-oriented architecture (SOA) that
provides the flexibility and extensiveness of
technology as well as permit new innovative services
to be easily added.

.
1. Introduction

The development and application of Internet and
information technology grew rapidly during the past
few decades. In the meanwhile, the openness and
flexibility of IT capability are also growing quickly.
The role of information technology has been
transformed from a supporting position to a driving
one and will continue to progress to the production of
a new business model. This kind of progress provides
a lot of opportunities for various services to spring up.
Traditionally, most IT applications or services were
designed from the technology perspective, without
integrating other important viewpoints, such as human
behavior, business values, culture, and so on [20, 22].
Nowadays, globalization and a highly competitive
environment have pushed organizations to reconsider
their business values from different aspects and to
strive for service innovation in order to gain a new
competitive advantage. Many organizations have

transformed their perspectives, and now view IT as
services rather than as supporters. Take Software as a
Service (SaaS) for example, it is a software
application delivery model where companies provide
their software functions through networks [1].
Customers pay for using these functions rather than
owning them. Following this trend of innovation,
Services Science has emerged from the demand for
service innovation, and emphasizes the combination
of social science, business management, and technical
engineering concepts [6, 20, 22].

With the advent of the ubiquitous age, various
kinds of communication devices, as well as the related
application services, are developing with surprising
speed. IT architecture can be designed as an open
platform that can be accessed from any device,
anytime, and from anywhere. The IT capability also
now makes it possible to provide “personalized
services”and not remain limited to the classical“mass
services”[1, 18]. The aim of service is to deliver
service experience and consumer satisfaction that
require human involvement and are therefore highly
related to human feelings. Therefore, the economic
value of services is greatly dependent on human
factors [13]. According to the information behavior
theory, the context might influence the human
perception of information; that is, information seeking
behavior is affected by the human-in-context factor
[11]. In marketing, research on customer decision
making behavior has evinced a similar opinion that the
same customer may have different preferences or
make different decisions under different contexts [5,
14]. Consequently, the design of recommendation
service should incorporate the human-in-context
factor into its consideration. In this paper, we develop
a personalized recommendation service called Daily-
Life Activity Assistant (DLAA) from the services
science perspective. Our recommendation service
takes users’ contextual information and flexible
technology architecture into consideration and can be
requested under a ubiquitous environment. By using
the flexible concept hierarchy and dynamic clustering
method, we provide a dynamic recommendation
service highly related to the users’ information 
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seeking context, based on the multidimensional
recommendation model (MD model) proposed by
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2]. We also design a peer
group mechanism based on the collective concept of
Web 2.0 so that users can construct their own peer
groups. DLAA users can choose to get activity
recommendations based on the users’ratings of their
peer groups rather than using all users’ratings in the
database.

2. Related Works

2.1 Services Science

The concept of services science arose from the
meeting in 2002 of a research team consisting of
IBM’s Almaden Research Center and UC Berkeley’s
Professor Henry Chebrough, that discussed service
issues from the aspect of social engineering systems.
The importance of services science as the foundation
for service innovation and economic growth were
emphasized by IBM’s CEO and chairman, Samuel
Palmisano, who wrote an article in the U.S. Council
on Competitiveness journal titled Innovate America in
December 2004 [1, 13]. In 2005, services science was
renamed as Services Sciences, Management, and
Engineering (SSME) and its main goal was to
promote service innovation and increase service
productivity. SSME is an interdisciplinary approach
involving computer science, operations research,
industrial engineering, mathematics, management
sciences, decision-making theory, social and cognitive
sciences, and legal sciences [1, 6, 13, 22]. IBM is the
primary leader of SSME and promotes the concept by
cooperating with universities. Many business
administration programs in European and U.S. schools
have already provided courses related to SSME [1, 6,
7].

SSME has three objectives: (1) to provide a
systematic way to analyze services scientifically,
manage services effectively, and maximize services
productivity, (2) to solve problems that arise from the
intangibility, simultaneity, and heterogeneity
characteristics of services, and (3) to explore a
framework with which to develop innovation in a
systematic way [13]. To improve productivity and
promote service innovation, many endeavors are
needed concerning the following research issues:
management and measurement of service innovation,
technology to improve service effectiveness,
measurement of service productivity, methodologies
and tools to improve service quality and efficiency,
and so on [1, 21, 22]. Besides offering courses in
universities, several influential academic research
centers were established to facilitate SSME research.

Many international conferences also accelerated the
progress of SSME research [18]. In many academic
journals, SSME has gradually been viewed as a
research topic worthy of deep exploration.
Communication of ACM also published a special
issue for SSME in July 2006 to provide a
multidisciplinary viewpoint and proposed some future
research issues.

2.2 IT-Enabled Services

Technological development makes many new
services possible and creates many innovative services,
such as information services offered by companies
like eBay and Google [16, 18]. Information
technology not only helps in the production of goods
but also advances services. Under this trend, the
service research implies that every organization has to
transform itself into a service organization, to use
service to create competitive advantages and enhance
revenues [18].

SSME is the study of service systems; it aims to
create new service systems or improve existing service
systems. Technology provides us with the ability to
enable service innovation and boost service business.
SaaS is a good example. Another example is the On-
Demand Service business model. With the IT
capabilities of simplification, flexibility, openness,
and extensiveness, on-demand service/
application/business can respond quickly to any
customer demand, market opportunity, or external
threat by integrating various business processes. To
operate the on-demand model, organizations have to
be able to utilize their resources flexibly and variably
as well as to integrate people, processes, and internal
and external information, to quickly sense and
respond to the constantly changing environment. IT
should provide such a platform that is characterized
by standardization and componentization, which can
be used in a heterogeneous, distributed, and a
ubiquitous environment [1, 16]. From the IT-enabled
services viewpoint, SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture) provides the infrastructure that makes
on-demand service/application/business possible.

The design concept of modularization also
increases the flexibility and capability required for
services innovation and IT-enabled services.
Organizations can identify various components of
specific product/service. By the reuse and
recombination of these components, modularization
provides the ability for businesses to offer quick,
customized product/service without totally destroying
old product/service designs [16]. This kind of concept
is not limited to use in technological application or IT
architecture design. It is also a powerful concept that
can be applied in all aspects of a business, such as:



products/services design, business process,
organization structure, and so on.

2.3 Information Behavior

During the past decade, information science
communities have gradually paid greater attention to
information behavior when designing application
systems. Traditional application system designs are
usually system-centered and exclude the information
behavior factor. Until recently, more and more
applications have transformed into user-centered
approaches to match the users’behavior model. The
major conceptual developments in information
behavior have made a similar paradigm shift from
system-centered to user-centered, since the 1980s. The
increase of conceptual development and research in
information behavior can not be ignored. The
concepts developed by Dervin and Wilson are the
ones frequently discussed and in use [11].

Dervin proposed the sense-making approach in
1976; the central idea of sense-making is determining
“how people make sense of their world”. The core
elements of sense-making are: situation, gap/bridge,
and outcome. Situation defines the context in which
information needs arise; i.e., sense-making and sense-
unmaking by humans involve a constant journey
through time and space. Gap identifies the difference
between the contextual situation and the desired
situation. Outcome is the result of the person’s
experience of the world, i.e., the consequences of the
sense-making process. Bridge is the medium that
decreases the gap between situation and outcome. To
some extent, sense-making can be defined as the
process of creating situation awareness in situations of
uncertainty [11].

Wilson developed an information seeking behavior
model in 1981 that included the influence of an
individual’s physiological,cognitive and effective
needs. He then proposed an integrative model of
information need, information seeking behavior and
information use in 1994. This model also claims that
human’s information seeking behavior is also
influenced by the context of an information need
arising out of a situation related to the person’s 
environment, social roles and individual
characteristics. The context might affect human
perception of barriers to information seeking. Wilson
modified the model in 1999 and placed Ellis’ list of
characteristics into his information seeking behavior
model [11].

From the information behavior aspects mentioned
above, we can find that the human perceptions of
information behavior are affected by the context
where they are situated [10, 11, 17]. This kind of
perception might influence users’satisfaction of

information service quality. In our ubiquitous
personalized daily-life activity recommendation
service, we take context as an important service
design factor.

2.4 Personalized Recommendation Service

Personalized recommendation service aims to
provide products, content, and services tailored to
individuals, satisfying their needs in a given context
based on knowledge of their preferences and behavior
[4]. The personalized services are usually realized by
the form of recommender systems. Recommender
systems appeared as an independent research field in
the mid-1990s [3]. They help users deal with
information overload by providing personalized
recommendations related to products, content, and
services, usually accomplished by the use of personal
profile information and item attributes. In the past
decade, most works focused on modifying algorithms
for greater effectiveness and correct recommendations
[2]. They used methods from disciplines such as
human-computer interaction, statistics, data mining,
machine learning, and information retrieval [3, 4].
Recommender systems can be classified into three
types according to how recommendations are made [3,
4]:

(1) Content-based Recommendation
It recommends items to users that are similar to
those they preferred previously. The analysis of
similarity is based on the items’ attributes.

(2) Collaborative Recommendation
It recommends items to users according to the
item ratings of other people who have
characteristics similar to their own. The analysis
of similarity is based on the users’ tastes and 
preferences.

(3) Hybrid Recommendation
It is a combination of content-based and
collaborative recommendations.

Traditionally, recommender systems usually
compute the similarity using two-dimensional user-
item information under an e-commerce environment.
They failed to take into consideration contextual
information which might affect decision making
behavior, such as time, location, companions, weather,
and so on. According to information behavior theory,
the context of information needs is an important factor
of information seeking behavior [10, 11, 17].
Including human-in-context information as one system
design factor is necessary for producing more accurate
recommendations.

Herlocker and Konstan successfully introduced
additional information in the traditional
recommendation methods [2]. They included task
information in recommender system design and



argued that including users’ task information can lead 
to better recommendations. However, their approach
was still focused on two-dimensional user-item
information. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin proposed a
multidimensional approach to incorporate contextual
information into the design of recommender systems
[2]. They also proposed a multidimensional rating
estimation method based on the reduction-based
approach, and tested their methods on a movie
recommendation application that took time, place, and
companion contextual information into consideration.

From the aspect of recommendation service
provided by recommender systems, most works
focused on products, content, and service
recommendations based on web e-commerce [8].
However, it is not sufficient to pass over contextual
information and just consider users and items in many
applications and services, especially when making
recommendations under a ubiquitous environment.
For example, a user might like to read entertainment
or movie news on weekend mornings, rather than read
the financial or political news on the web. In addition,
a user might prefer to get an activity suggestion that
takes time, place, companion, and weather into
consideration in a ubiquitous environment.
Consequently, excluding the context factor from the
consideration of recommendation service design, the
quality of the recommendations comes under question.
Contextual information should be incorporated into
recommendation service implementation
consideration [2, 9]. In this paper, we use service-
oriented architecture and provide a daily-life activity
recommendation service that includes contextual
information in a ubiquitous environment.

3. Ubiquitous Daily-Life Activity
Recommendation Service

Our design goal is to implement a ubiquitous
Daily-Life Activity Assistant (DLAA), including
contextual information. Most existing recommender
systems are not suitable for providing service in a
ubiquitous environment because of the need for
plentiful database computing. In DLAA, we adopt
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) to implement
our system. Users can request our web services for
activity recommendations by providing their personal
profile data and contextual information through access
devices. We use name, age, gender, single/married,
location, and some registered information as users’ 
original profile data and dynamically cluster users
based on contextual information, before making
activity recommendations to users. At the same time,
users can rate the recommendations and help us to
modify the accuracy of our recommendations. In
DLAA, we also design a peer group mechanism

related to the collective concept of Web 2.0 whereby
users can construct their own peer groups. DLAA
users can choose to get activity recommendations
from the users’ratings of their peer groups rather than
using all users’ ratings. We will describe our
recommendation service design in more detail in the
following sections.

3.1 DLAA Serviced-Oriented Architecture

SOA is an architecture that evolved from
distributed computing based on a request/reply design
paradigm. The business processes or application
functions are modularized and presented as services
for users. The service interface is independent of the
implementation and services can be accessed without
knowledge of their underlying platform
implementation. With its loosely coupled and inter-
operable nature, SOA delivers greater business
efficiency and agility to respond more quickly and
with greater cost-effectiveness, to business changes.
The business processes are no longer constrained by
the limitations of the underlying infrastructure. In an
SOA environment, business can flexibly plug into or
compose new services under existing IT infrastructure
and safeguard their investments. SOA is the next wave
of application and service development architecture.

We designed DLAA as an SOA-based
recommendation service using web services
technology. The basic unit of communication in web
services is a message rather than an operation, and is
often referred to as message-oriented services. Figure
1 shows the DLAA SOA environment.

Figure 1. DLAA Service-Oriented Architecture

The Service provider offers the recommendation
service through well-defined service contracts and has
to publish the service contracts for its services in the
registry. A service contract represents an agreement
by the joining parties and binds the users with the
service provider. It is a contract recorded as a
metadata that defines the rules for interacting with a
specified service. The service contract is the key to
loose coupling. It provides the ability to use as little
information as possible that is necessary for governing
the relationships between interacting parties. In the



meanwhile, service brokers maintain the service
registry that acts as a service directory listing. Service
consumers can look up the services in the registry and
invoke the service by sending messages that meet the
service contract format.

SOA can construct loosely coupled relationships
for the interacting parties so that service providers can
independently create and control each component of
the IT environment. In our design, DLAA is a daily-
life activity recommendation service that can provide
service under a ubiquitous environment. It is an
assistant/agent of many possible kinds of services that
can be used any time and anywhere by any access
device. Any new innovative service for a ubiquitous
environment can be implemented as another
assistant/agent and integrated into our architecture to
provide services.

3.2 Multiple Dimensions and Concept
Hierarchy

In DLAA, we use the multidimensional model
proposed by Adomavicius and Tuzhilin to store the
information related to user, item, and context factors,
where each factor can be represented as a concept
hierarchy. Generally speaking, dimensions represent
the recommendation space in a recommender system.
Most classical recommender systems operate in the
two-dimensional ItemUser space and the rating
value of each user-item pair can be expressed as a
rating function: RatingsItemUserR ： . According
to the multidimensional recommendation model (MD
model), the recommendation space can not be limited
to only two dimensions. By extending the concept of
data warehousing and OLAP application in databases,
the multidimensional method provides us with the
ability to incorporate more factors into consideration
while making recommendations, such as time, location,
companions, and so on [2]. In DLAA, we use time,
location, weather, and companions as our contextual
information dimensions, and the recommendation
space is defined as:

CompanionWeatherLocationTimeActivityUserS 
In the MD model, a dimension

iD is the Cartesian

product of attributes and can be expressed as

ij2i1ii AAAD  ... . Each attribute
ijA defines a set of

attribute values of one particular dimension. For
example, the User dimension is defined as:
User Name Age Gender IsMarried    . Similarly, the
Location dimension is defined as:

.Location Country City Place   The attributes
describing a dimension

iD sometimes is called a

profile, such as user profile, time profile, and location
profile. For each dimension, the attributes can be

represented as a concept hierarchy which consists of
several levels of concepts. The top-down view of a
concept hierarchy is organized from generalization to
specialization; i.e., the higher the layer, the more
generalized the layer. Take Time for example, its
concept hierarchy can be expressed as Figure 2.

Given dimensions:
nDDD ...,,, 21

, r a t ings a r e

t he r a t ing do ma in whic h re pre se nt s the se t
o f a l l po ss ib l e r a t ing va lue s unde r t he
r e c o mmend at ion spa c e

nDDD  ...21
. T he

ra t ing func t i on R i s d ef i ne d a s :
RatingsDDDR n  ...21： . Based on the

recommendation space:
CompanionWeatherLocationTimeActivityUser 

our rating prediction function R(u,a,t,l,w,c) specifies
how much user u likes activity a, accompanied by c at
location l and time t under weather w, where

, , , ,u User a Activity t Time l Location w Weather    

, and .c Companion The ratings are stored in a
multidimensional cube and the recommendation
problem is to select the maximum or top-N ratings of
R(u,a,t,l,w,c).

Figure 2. Time Concept Hierarchy

3.3 Reduction-Based Approach and Rating
Estimation

The computation of recommendations grows
exponentially with the number of dimensions. The
reduction-based approach can reduce the
multidimensional recommendation space to the
traditional two-dimensional recommendation space by
fixing the values of context dimensions, and improve
the scalability problem [2, 9]. Assume that

:D
User Activity TimeR U A T rating     is a three-dimensional

rating estimation function supporting time and D
contains the user-specified rating records (user,
activity, time, rating). It can be expressed as a two-
dimensional rating estimation function:

( , , ) ,u a t U A T    [ ]( , , )( , , ) ( , )D D Time t User Activity Rating
User Activity Time User ActivityR u a t R u a

   ,

where D[Time=t](User, Activity, Rating) is a set of



rating records by selecting Time dimension which has
value t and keeping the values of User and Activity
dimensions.

Another problem is rating estimation that
D[Time=t](User, Activity, Rating) may not contain
enough ratings for recommendation computation. The
rating estimation process is particularly complex in a
multidimensional recommendation space. In DLAA,
we use the rating aggregations of contextual segment
St that expresses the superset of the context t when
insufficient ratings are found in a given context value t.
The rating of R(u,a,t) is expressed as:

[ ]( , , ( ) )( , , ) ( , )D D Time St User Activity AGGR rating
User Activity Time User ActivityR u a t R u a

   ,

where AGGR(rating) is the rating aggregations of
contextual segment St. Thus, the rating prediction
function for weekend afternoon might be presented as
the formula:

[ ]( , , ( ) )( , , ) ( , )D D Time weekend User Activity AGGR rating
User Activity Time User ActivityR u a t R u a

   .

By using the reduction-based approach, the
computing of multidimensional recommendation
space can be simplified by fixing the values of context
dimensions. Using the reduction-based approach in
DLAA meets the task of our recommendation service
which aims to provide activity recommendations
according to a given context condition.

3.4 DLAA System Architecture
DLAA is a ubiquitous recommendation service

including contextual information consideration. We
implement DLAA using the SOA architecture and
multidimensional recommendation model. Users can
get different activity recommendation lists in different
situations via their access devices. The system
architecture of DLAA is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. DLAA System Architecture

DLAA is composed of a profiling module, a
clustering module, a learning module, a rule-based

filter module, and a Multi-Dim recommendation
module. The primary design and functions of these
modules are described as follows.

 Profiling Module
The profiling module deals with and organizes

profile data used in DLAA. There are six types of
profile data for the recommendation space of DLAA.
User and Activity are two-dimensional factors
considered by traditional recommender systems. Time,
Location, Weather, and Companion are four
contextual factors we incorporated into our system
design. By using the snowflake schema concept of
data warehouse, we implement the profiling module to
organize and store these profiles. The structure of our
profiles is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. DLAA profiles structure

We record name, age, gender, single/married,
location, and some register information as the user
profile. Activity profile is classified as indoor/outdoor,
static/dynamic. We keep the Time dimension data in
Time_Category and Time_Detail. The time concept
hierarchy is structured as season, weekday/weekend,
large period, and small period. Weather dimension
records the IsRainy/IsCold and status data. The
information related to Companion Dimension is
organized as parent/child, peer (lover, brother/sister,
and friend/colleague/classmate), and oneself.

 Clustering Module
When a user gives the contextual information in

which he/she is situated, the clustering module
dynamically finds a group of users who are similar to
the present user based on the same contextual
information. The module first retrieves the historical
data of specific contextual conditions from the



database and then calculates the similarity of users by
activity type. The reason why we use activity type to
cluster users is to avoid the over-sparseness problem.
We assume that users of similar activity type are
somewhat similar, and estimate their similarity using
the function: ( , ) cos( , )sim A B A B A B A B    . Then, the

module produces a set of users similar to the present
user, based on the center-based neighborhood manner.

 Learning Module
This module acts as a feedback learning

mechanism. DLAA defines a rating threshold which is
3 and gradually modifies a user’s profile by excluding
the activity pattern that the user had given a rating
below the threshold.

 Rule-Based Filter Module
In DLAA, we propose a warm up mechanism to

avoid the cold-start problem. Via this mechanism, we
collect users’data related to their profile and ratings.
However, some users might provide unreasonable
ratings to DLAA, such as eating breakfast at night.
The rule-based filter module defines some rules to
avoid inaccurate recommendations caused by ‘dirty’
data. This module will exclude the activities that
should not be recommended in some specific context.

 Multi-Dim Recommendation Module
The recommendation module deals with the rating

estimation according to the similar users set derived
from the clustering module. If the number of users in
the set is greater than 3, the module finds “Common
rated activities”to re-compute the similarity of the
users set. Otherwise, the module uses original
similarity derived from the clustering module because
of data sparseness. Then, we calculate target user u
and similar user’s (u’) average rating of each type,
where

1
( ) 1 ( , )

xD
ss

r u x r u a


  and
1

( ) 1 ( , )
xD

ss
r u x r u a


   .

Finally, the recommendation module predicts the
target activity’s (a) rating by adopting users’
similarity as the weighting factor and excluding the
users’differences by normalizing the rating. The
rating function is defined as:

'
( , ) ( ) ( , ') [ ( ', ) ( ')]D D D D

u U
r u a r u y sim u u r u a r u


    , where

'
1 ( , ')

u U
y sim u u


  is the normalizing factor.

The rating estimation method mentioned above is
the default method we used in DLAA whereby the
recommendations are made according to the whole
data in our database. Based on the collective concept
of Web 2.0, DLAA provides another rating estimation
method that users can provide the constraint to include
only some parts of data in the database as their
recommendations base rather than the whole database.
In DLAA, users can construct their own peer groups

similar to the idea of web2.0 community. If users
choose the demography or peer group method when
searching for recommendation service in DLAA, they
can set up the demographic characteristics or pick the
peer group as the rule by which to filter the database.
Then, DLAA gets a new similar user set as its rating
estimation foundation. The Multi-Dim
Recommendation Module will use the same rating
function defined above to predict ratings and give
recommendations based on the limited data that the
user had selected. This kind of choice for users
provides some trustworthiness for our
recommendations to some extent. The concept of this
method is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Peer group based rating estimation

4. Evaluation

The DLAA is a type of recommender system that
includes the multidimensional concept under a
ubiquitous environment. It can be evaluated using
methods employed by other recommender systems.
There are many types of accuracy metrics for
evaluating the quality of a recommender system. In
this paper, we use predictive accuracy metrics to
examine the prediction accuracy of recommendations
in DLAA. Predictive accuracy metrics are usually
used to evaluate the system by comparing the
recommender system’s predicted ratings against the
actual user ratings. Generally, Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) is a frequently used measure for calculating
the average absolute difference between a predicted
rating and the actual rating. In addition, Normalized
Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) represents the
normalization of MAE which can balance the range of
rating values, and can be used to compare the
prediction results from different datasets. According
to related research, the predictive accuracy of a
recommender system will be acceptable when the



value of NMAE is below 18% [8, 19]. In this paper,
we use NMAE to evaluate DLAA and adopt the
AllButOne method as our dataset selection strategy.
The AllButOne strategy is widely used in many
recommender systems [9]. This dataset’s chosen
strategy hides exactly one rating from the test dataset
and predicts its rating based on other non-hidden
ratings. Then we can compare the predicted data with
the actual one.

In addition, the precision evaluation of
recommender systems is mainly an extension of
Information Retrieval to calculate the percentage of
user-acceptable recommendations related to the total
number recommendations from recommender systems.
However, this type of data is not available in DLAA.
Instead, we used the rate of adoption to evaluate the
precision of DLAA. We also conducted the over-
estimation/under-estimation Z-test of users’ratings to
evaluate user satisfaction levels. With regard to the
experimental dataset, many studies of recommender
systems used publicly available data, from sites such
as EachMovie, MovieLens, and Jester, for their
experimental datasets [12]. Unlike traditional
recommender systems, DLAA takes contextual
information into consideration, and this type of data is
not available in any public datasets. For this reason,
we constructed an experimental website and invited
end-users to use DLAA to get relevant contextual
information and recorded their ratings for activities. In
what follows, we will elucidate the experimental
procedures and experimental results of DLAA.

4.1 Procedures

For a new domain recommender, it may be suitable
to use synthetic data sets for the first evaluation [12].
DLAA is this type of recommender; however there are
no existing available datasets. The experimental
analysis of DLAA has three stages. Most
recommender systems have a cold-start problem in the
initial operation which indicates that they don’t have
enough ratings for recommendation computing. The
first stage of our study aimed to generate pre-data for
DLAA to avoid the cold-start problem. Following a
three-step process, we generated pre-data of 100 users
and 1319 ratings for DLAA. We first recruited 10
users of different ages, genders, and religions. They
were asked to provide ratings based on randomized
contextual information. This step generated 200
ratings (5%) of the pre-data. Then, we randomly
generated 90 users who have similar backgrounds to
the 10 initial users and fine tuned their contextual
information. The ratings of these 90 users were
randomly generated. This step simulated 760 (58%)
ratings from the 90 users. In the third step, we found
out which activities had fewer ratings than others and

generated a further 359 (27%) rating records for them.
In the first stage, we also validated the pre-data by
analyzing the percentage of availability and the
NMAE for the number of ratings. Figure 6 shows that
the percent of availability reached 70% when the
recommender system had 1300 ratings. This indicates
that the users had a 70% probability of receiving this
recommendation service using DLAA. Figure 7 shows
the NMAE of our pre-data was 14.5%, which is an
acceptable result.

Figure 6. Percent of availability of pre-data

Figure 7. NMAE of pre-data

The second stage conducted an experiment using
47 university student participants. Each participant
was asked to provide at least 10 pretest records to
build their own profile as well as to complete 5 rounds
of DLAA recommendations and give ratings. In this
stage, we collected 730 ratings from 47 participants.
There were 222 ratings which came from 33
participants who completed the experiment (i.e. 10
pretests and 5 rounds of recommendation service).
These ratings included 6 unsatisfied recommendations.
We then proceeded to the final stage of our
experimental analysis by combining the data of the
previous two stages. The NMAE was used to evaluate
the minimum neighborhood size and the accumulated
number of ratings. This stage also compared the
results of the pre-data generated in stage 1 with the
final data, which showed that inclusion of the real
users’data did improve the system accuracy of DLAA.
The precision of DLAA and the user satisfaction



results were evaluated by the rate of adoption and the
over-estimation/under-estimation Z-test of users’
ratings.

4.2 Results

The Minimum Neighborhood Size
Neighborhood size indicates a number of grouped

users and the size is used in the rating prediction to
make a collaborative recommendation. The setting of
the neighborhood size affects the accuracy of the
rating prediction and of the system performance. A
small neighborhood size will reduce the accuracy of
the prediction. However, a large neighborhood size
will lower the recommender system performance. We
conducted two phase minimum neighborhood size
experimental analyses using the pre-data from stage 1
and the experimental data from stage 3. Figure 8
shows the NMAE improved when neighborhood size
increased. The NMAE has no significant improvement
however when the neighborhood size is greater than
50. According to this finding, the neighborhood size
of DLAA was set at 50. We also found that the
NMAE of phase 2 greatly improved after including
experimental data from real participants.

Figure 8. Minimum neighborhood size

The Accumulated Number of Ratings
Many recommender systems have a cold-start

problem and it is reasonable to assume that the
NMAE will reduce as the accumulated number of
ratings increases. We analyzed the relationship
between the accumulated number of ratings and
NMAE. In stage 2 of our experiment, we got 222
ratings from 33 participants who completed the
experiment. Excluding the 6 unsatisfied
recommendations, we divided 216 ratings into four
parts. Figure 9 shows the NMAE decreases gradually
while the accumulated number of ratings increases. In
the meanwhile, we find that the NMAE improved by
2% with outlier data removed.

Figure 9. Accumulated number of ratings

The Rate of Adoption
In our experiment, participants rated

recommendations provided by DLAA on a 1-10 scale.
We divided the scale into three large groupings: 1-4
represents moderately acceptable, 5-7 represents
acceptable, and 8-10 represents satisfied. The rate of
adoption of our recommendations shows in Table 1.
The percentage of acceptable recommendations for
the DLAA is 92%.

Table 1. The rate of adoption of DLAA
Participant Ratings Numbers Percentages

Unsatisfied 6 3 %
Moderately Acceptable 12 5 %
Acceptable 72 32 %
Satisfied 132 60 %

User Satisfactions
A recommender system over-estimates the rating if

the predicted rating is higher than the real rating
provided by a user. Adversely, the recommender
system under-estimates the rating when the predicted
rating is lower than the real rating. Users will be
satisfied with the recommendations while the over-
estimation/under-estimation is not obviously
significant. We conducted a Z-test using a 0.05
significance level to examine if the over-
estimation/under-estimation was significant. The
result of Z-value=1.36559 shows our null hypothesis
can’t be rejected, which means there are no significant
differences between the predicted ratings and real
ratings.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

“Services Science is an emerging discipline that
focuses on fundamental science, models, theories and
applications to drive innovation, competition, and
quality of life through service(s)” [7]. SSME
advocates service innovation and high service
productivity to create organizational core competitive
advantages. It claims that service design should be



based on the dimensions of people, business,
technology, and information [15, 20, 21]. Many
organizations are facing challenges as they transform
themselves into service organizations which have the
characteristics of openness, flexibility, and agility.

From an IT-enabled services perspective, service
innovation is supported by IT capability. IT-enabled
service innovation still has to integrate viewpoints of
people, business, technology, and information.
Business agility is gained by adopting service
structures for an organization’s IT-enabled services
infrastructure, for example, service-oriented
architecture. Flexible service structure also represents
opportunities for quickly providing new services and
reusing existing service components.

The ubiquitous personalized daily-life activity
recommendation service we provided in this paper
also takes several aspects into consideration. We
adopted SOA as our technology architecture so that
we can reuse our service components in the future and
easily plug in any new innovative service quickly,
flexibly, and at low-cost. The system design provides
a more dynamic recommendation service highly
related to the users’ information seeking context by
using the flexible concept hierarchy and the dynamic
clustering method. The system architecture and model
of DLAA can be used in the application of product
recommendations, including contextual information,
for example, for movies and restaurants. It can also
integrate with the HomeCare application to provide
activity recommendations for elderly people by
incorporating their physical situations and schedules
into consideration.

From a service design perspective, the more
different the situation and application domain, the
more different the information related to human-in-
context factor consideration. Future research is
required to understand what kinds of contextual
information will affect information behavior and
decision preferences in various application domains.
Human emotional issues should be included in the
service design, such as trust and privacy, and that will
be the focus of our future work related to DLAA. In
the end, from a services science perspective, gradually
providing innovative services that can be easily added
to our service structure is an issue for our future
research.
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Trip report

By S.C. Chou, Information Management, NTU

Conferences:
WiMAX Forum Member Conference, Korea, October 17 to October 20, 2006
WiMAX Forum Member Conference, Kona, Hawaii, January 29–Feb. 2, 2007

Key notes:
- It is all about ubiquitous computing in the broadband mobile wireless future as

promoted by such technology as WiMaX.
- There are promises from the technology and Taiwan has been playing a key role in

this industry, in particular in CPEs and so on.
- There are still some key problems to be addressed. I presented a set of readiness

questions to the audience in the Korea conference:

 Technologies
 How good is the new technology?
 Would existing technologies co-operate seamlessly? (interferences

among existing technologies)
 Would existing devices fit? (cell phone, smart phone, pda,
notebook, ….)

 Applications
 Would existing internet applications move well into WiMAX?
 Ubiquitous computing applications
 New wireless internet applications

 Users
 Are users ready/willing to use the new technology
 What are users’ wants and needs? Killer applications
 Target user groups–government, military, business users, end users
 Usage patterns, behavior change

 Prices
 How much are users willing to pay?
 How should service be priced? Operation/biz models
 Any real values for users

- Then in the Hawaii conference, I further evaluated the reality of WiMAX
deployment with reference to the Taiwan (Taipei) market:



infrastructureconnectivitymobilitybandwidthdevice applicationsconsumer
behavior
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- The focus of our study has been:
 To benchmark current technologies, showcase the future possibility, and

explore the values perceived, and
 To explore WiMAX potential to facilitate the transition from current into

the future.


